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About This Game

Establish, create and manage your own amazing zoo - and become a Zoo Tycoon!
Wildlife Park and Wild Creatures all in one - the remake of the epic Zoo Simulators.

Wildlife Park Gold Reloaded features:
• fullscreen 16:9 resolution support (Full HD)

• new UI - touchscreen-capable
• soft-zooming

• includes all missions and build options of Wildlife Park and Wild Creatures
• additional 16 farm animals like horses, pigs, dogs, cats and rabbits

Wildlife Park features:
• 45 detailed, seamlessly animated and simulated species ranging from mammals and reptiles to birds and marine animals

• Fascinating, challenging, and realistic animal behavior in areas such as reproduction, socialization, aging, birth, aggression, and
"trainability"

• Animals can be trained with a huge variety of interaction devices such as trampolines, ropes, slides, trees, and video screens
• Aside from the 20 missions there are (potential) zoo locations around the world awaiting the player to master zoo management

under these different preconditions.
• Choose a variety of terrains with different climates, environmental sounds, and music themes to start your park in. But be

careful in your choices in climates and animals, as keeping a polar bear happy in the Sahara is an incredible challenge!
• No single goal to reach the finish of the game. The park has to be managed well to gain access to new areas, attractions, and

more importantly, exotic animals
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• No-limits landscaping at various heights, many plants, bridge constructions, ponds, rivers and waterfalls, and buildings
• 10 professions for your personnel to care for the animals and park: Feeder, Garbage, Zookeeper, Animal Catcher, Gardener,

Scoutmaster, Vet, Worker, Animal Trainer, First-Aid
• Great athmosphere wirht realistic sounds and corresponding music themes.

• Building architecture style differs by climate
• Transparent walls give visitors a better view of marine animals, allowing you to build underwater observation rooms

Wild Creatures features:
• 10 new missions around the globe, e.g. you can breed back prehistoric animals like the Gigantoptihecus, the biggest ape ever

on earth, or the mighty mammoth, or you can even bring dinosaurs that lived in the ocean back to life
• 15 new species including (research and breeding of) prehistoric animals like gigantoptihecus, mammoth, quaggas,

archeopterix, basilosaurus, velociraptor, przewalski/mongolean wild horses
• 20 additional plants from all over the world, such as underwater plants

• Additional toys, for example music instruments for apes
• Additional park equipment, for instance water fountains and fancy water toys to place in the lakes

• You can breed back prehistoric animals like the Gigantoptihecus, the biggest ape ever on earth, or the mighty mammoth. Now,
for the first time ever, you can even bring dinosaurs that lived in the ocean back to life

• Use special equipment to change the climatic conditions in your park
• Train your animals, teach them all kinds of tricks and let them entertain your visitors to maximize your profit

• 12 professions for your personnel to care for the animals and park: Feeder, Garbage, Zookeeper, Animal Catcher, Gardener,
Scoutmaster, Vet, Worker, Animal Trainer, First-Aid
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10x better then Fraps by far.. HORRIBLE!!!. As qwertyafro says, this train is like a ghost train. Lots of recycled sounds and
sometimes none at all. if you are a fan of the tv show like me.. believe me you will love it. Fans seem to be torn about this one,
but personally I found it enjoyable. Not the most challenging or engaging of the Nancy Drew games, but it's the only one where
we get to see River Heights and spend this much time with Ned, Bess, and George. On top of that the characters were interesting
and the game mechanics of switching between Nancy and her friends was a fun change. Perhaps not brilliant, but a pleasant
experience all in all.
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I Got new pc and now it works well :D 8/10. This game is just plain awful.
I really don't recommend this game. It's basically unfished it even has levels in the games code that were never used.
The problem with this game is that they sold this with the promise of more content in the future. Then completely backed out
and left this game unfished. There are actually menu options for these chapters and they're just blank.
Essentially Luc Bernard sold us a game in beta and never finished it. Imagine buying a game in early access to then have the
developer announce they weren't going to finish the game and just left you all with a buggy beta mess.

Of course you ask: "But what of the content that is in the game?"
It's... average at best. The level design is not interesting at all and all levels are just "find 3 gems and get to the exit." If that
sounds boring it's because it is. There is no story in this game save for some scrolling of text and then some poorly written, and
unfunny banter between the two main characters in the game. I spoke to Luc Bernard about this before in the past, when his
game had just been release and he claimed that the game was going to have a deeper story but his collegue thought it was "too
cheesy" and so they dropped it. Oh wonderful.
The combat is mostly just shooting some rather bland enemies with boring designs and poorly coded AI. Hell there is a robot
bird enemy in this game that will stop chasing you or attacking you if you move past his "activation point."

I hear what you're saying: "But this game is just so gosh damn beautiful."
Absolutely. Excluding the poor monster design Luc Bernard has done some rather pretty artwork. But it's all ruined by the awful
sprites. The beautiful mind that is Luc Bernard chose to stick with ragdoll physics instead of actual animation.
Oh speaking of physics! Do you like falling damage in your 2D side scrolling platform games? Because Eternity's Child has it.

So to sum up.
-Painfully average level designs
-Below average gameplay
-Mixed presentation
-Unfinished game

Is it worth it for the price? No. Absolutely not. Don't even give this man money because he doesn't deserve it.
Use your money to buy a better game on Steam. Because there are loads more better indie platformers and other games.. It takes
about half an hour to finish reading and seven hours to get all the cards.

The art and music are fine. The game is almost fully voiced.

Sadly, I have to say that I did not really enjoy this visual novel. The characters and the setting are generic. The story (what little
there is) feels boring.. It's basically one of those flash games you'd play in school 15 years ago instead of doing work, except
those were free.. Flappy Bird meets Super Meat Boy inna dubstep style!

Absolutely love this game from the minute 1

- retro pixel graphics
- awesome music
- ultra fast paced gameplay
- play stand up in my arcade cabinet, dancing at the same time
- esasier than meat boy

had to stop playing cos my wife was shouting from upstairs for dinner

great great game!

kudos to the devs

cheers!. A game about Santa going on a rampage vs heavy geared warriors, archers and magicians throwing fireballs at ya.
I had fun playing this game. I really did. Well done, developers :)
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There could be more variation with music and Santa ironically doing a "HO-HO-HO" when killing an enemy, but oh well. That
would be quite amusing.

The seasonal change was a good thing. I thought that it was only Santa running around in summer time and was like "wat". But
hey, what does it matter? You might be from Australia celebrating Christmas, so who knows.

I do think that there needs to be done more polishing with:
- Fireballs
- Random drops
- Damage system

So the issue I had with this is I only won thanks to random drops. Every time I picked up fireballs I couldn't kill a melee enemy
because they were just too tanky to it. And each time it happened that only fireballs dropped (!!!) I either just died or lost to all
those enemies crossing the line. It was extremely frustrating.

The random drops should be reworked in my opinion. Having it so when you kill lots of enemies on low hp but get only hearts
or fireballs ensures your loss. It should adapt to what the player currently has lacking. If he lacks health, there should be a much
greater chance to drop a health kit. If the player has many enemies in the zone running around he gets the speed boost and
damage boost. If there are barely any enemies around the player gets fireballs.

The damage system is an issue when it comes to fire balls and those melee enemies. They are just too tanky and it gets
impossible to kill them if they are already crossing the line. Besides, some of those enemies become so fast, you just can't catch
up to them. At least reduce their movement speed hard enough so you at least get a chance.. It was unexpectedly good and fun.
It have 10/10 soundtracks. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwDi29VsPM4

Dark Echo doesn't just rely on soundwaves to build it's world, it uses the imagination of the player themselves to fill in the
details of this deep, dank and deadly cave. Drawing you in with atmospheric sound design the world around you begins to take
shape, from a drop of water rhythmically falling from the ceiling to the deadly monsters lurking around every corner. The
controls feel very tight, every single foot step has a weight to it. As the levels go on the game remains fresh, introducing new
concepts and challenges at a fair and even pace. If I had one complaint it's that the elements of horror don't feel frantic enough,
running away from monsters feels more like a jog through the mall than a life or death situation. Perhaps this is because the
game wishes to be more of a puzzler than survival horror. Still loved that loud DEATH SCREAM though! There really is
nothing else like Dark Echo, highly recommended!

PROS
-strong atmosphere
-smooth difficulty curve
-extremely unique mechanics

CONS
-monster encounters could be more intense

DISCLAIMER: Review is based on approx. 1 hour of gameplay.. It's Zuma. Really easy until around level 50 though, and it still
doesn't get too hard there. Best Zuma game.. Ok, I bought this game in a bundle I don't know how many months ago, So today I
thought lets give it a try. The first thing that surprised me when I opened the game was that capcom was involved, probably as a
publisher, but nontheless capcom. I started playing and started to look at all that is wrong about this game. You can crash into
walls. you die almost all the time etc. However this game is brilliant, it is for people who can appreciate a good challenge. This
game is quite hard, maybe im just bad at it but it is not for your casual gamer. The crude graphics and the cool gameplay allow
for a great gaming experience. I don't recommend this to" casual "gamers who don't like shmups.

Version 1.0.37 live!:
- herd size info listed
- prefered ground type listed
- deselection with right mouse button (click)
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- touched objects yellow marked
- autoscrolling at screen margins
- hint texts on build option icons
- radarmap-frame
- some minor bugs fixed. Zoo Constructor in Early Access:
If you like Zoo Tycoons this ones for you:
Zoo Constructor - Construct and manage an animal park. Economic simulation with complex animal, climate and plant
simulation. The constructor has tools for soil, water, roads, fences and plants, personnel, visitor facilities and decorations
available. Have fun!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/868260/Zoo_Constructor/. Version 1.0.38 live!:
- shadow rendering enabled
- lost mission goal text after task switching fixed
- some minor bug fixes
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